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Tracklisting 

1 Walker (3:31) 

2 Water Tower (3:35) 

3 One for the Ghost (3:29) 

4 Golden Boy (3:22) 

5 Injury Time (4:01) 

6 Magician and Assistant (3:15) 

7 Only Child (3:34) 

8 Tango Uniform (4:11) 

9 You Better Dream (3:10) 

10 Dead Fred (3:50) 
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‘The master of less is more’ The Guardian 
 

‘Time passes. Life happens. People arrive and people leave. Songs celebrate, songs grieve, look 
at yesterday and smile towards tomorrow; and everywhere, ghosts. 

One evening, when I was enjoying my favourite red wine, I decided to pour an extra glass for 
people and times past. Soon it became a tradition, the name of a song and then an album: One for 

the Ghost.’ 
 
This is a record born through time; seasoned and erudite Indie auteur, ex leader of Creation 
Records’ favourites The Loft and The Weather Prophets, Pete Astor brings together strands and 
tributaries in his work over the years, mining timeless guitar pop to frame wry lyrical insights and 
melodic hooks, making music for today, with a true line from the past and an eye to the future.  
 
Having released Spilt Milk (Fortuna Pop!) in 2016 to an overwhelmingly positive response, Astor 
continues the musical spirit of that album with James Hoare (Ultimate Painting, Proper Ornaments, 
Veronica Falls) remaining a mainstay on guitar. He is now joined by The Wave Pictures’ rhythm 
section of Franic Rozycki on bass and Jonny Helm on drums; Pam Berry of Withered Hand and 
Black Tambourine contributes vocals.   
 
One for the Ghost’s rainy day psychedelia maintains Astor’s engagement with relevant and 
contemporary worlds; from the mordant wit of the title track (‘It’s the wallpaper or me you know/one 
of us has got to go/ said Oscar Wilde/ and then he died’), to the London-based outsider ache of 
Walker (‘Walking the town, joining the future to the past/ the line from Arnold Circus all the way to 
Marble Arch’), via the ageless love song of Water Tower and its paean to rural modernism (‘Meet 
my by the water tower/ it’s my favourite concrete flower’). 
 
Bruised but very much alive, Astor and One for the Ghost face the future with a wry smile and 
hungry heart.  
 

Praise for Spilt Milk: 

‘…simple but literate guitar 

songs, stripped to the bone and 

resembling the tight forward 

propulsion of the Velvet 

Underground's fourth album, 

Loaded.’  The Times 4*s 

‘Astor still sounds like the 
coolest purveyor of Velvets-
esque pop on the block.’ 
Record Collector (4/5) 
 
‘...as great as anything he's 
ever turned his hand to.’  
Uncut (8/10) 
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History: 
 
Pete Astor’s musical journey began in 1982 with 
Damp Jungle. The band recorded for Fuck Off 
Records, a cassette label described by Simon 
Reynolds as ‘the kingpin of this micro-scene, its 
Rough Trade.’ 1  However, Fuck Off Records folded 
before the recordings were released; nonetheless, 
Damp Jungle’s only recordings eventually came out 
on the Hackney-based cassette label Negative Space 
in 2016. Next came The Loft, who released Why 
Does the Rain, the ninth release on Creation Records 
in 1984.  

This was followed by Up the Hill and Down the Slope (#25 in the All-Time Greatest Indie Records of All 
Time, according to Mojo). The band split and Astor formed The Weather Prophets, releasing Almost 
Prayed in 1986. Having topped the Indie charts, been on the cover of the NME and played the main stage 
at Glastonbury, the group signed to Alan McGee’s Warner Brothers’ subsidiary Elevation, along with Primal 
Scream and Edwyn Collins. The liaison with the Warner Brothers was short-lived, despite the band’s first 
single for the label, She Comes from the Rain outselling Elton John’s Candle in the Wind in the first week 
of its release. It transpired that sales of Elton John’s record rallied significantly thereafter, but sadly, the 
Weather Prophets not so much and the band were soon back to Creation for their second and final album, 
Judges, Juries and Horsemen.  
Astor then embarked on a solo career on Creation, releasing two albums, Submarine in 1990 and Zoo in 
1991. Having gained a considerable audience in Europe, particularly in France, he then released two 
further LPs, Paradise and God & Other Stories on the French label Danceteria.2 
In 1996, Astor re-emerged as Louie Chavez, releasing a 12 inch before morphing into The Wisdom of 
Harry, releasing his first 7 inch on the legendary Wurlitzer Jukebox label, home to debut singles by 
Broadcast and Mogwai.  The Wisdom of Harry then signed to Matador Records, releasing three albums for 
the label: Stars of Super 8, House of Binary and Torch Division. Concurrently, Astor formed Ellis Island 
Sound with multi-instrumentalist David Sheppard, releasing their first 10 inch on Thrill Jockey subsidiary 
All City, going on to sign to Heavenly Records and releasing their self-titled debut album for the label in 
2002. Ellis Island Sound went on to release The Good Seed on Peace Frog in 2005, playing live with a 14- 
piece band, appearing at The Green Man and Big Chill festivals. Astor and Sheppard continue as Ellis 
Island Sound, releasing the albums Regions and Divisions in 2012 and 2013, respectively for Village 
Green Recordings.  
In the mid 2000s, Astor returned to work on solo material, releasing an album of re-imagined traditional 
songs for Static Caravan, Hal’s Eggs. In 2011, he recoded Songbox, including a disk of cover versions of 
the albums’ songs by The Raincoats,  Comet Gain, Piano Magic and others for the bespoke, subscription-
only label Second Language. 
In 2015, Astor began working with an ex-student of his at Goldsmith’s College, James Hoare (of Veronica 
Falls, Proper Ornaments and Ultimate Painting), recording 6 Music favourite Mr Music and going on to 
release the album Spilt Milk on Fortuna Pop! to widespread approbation and acclaim.   
 
Interesting fact: Pete holds the record for the 14th longest gap between John Peel sessions. This was 13 
years and 11 months, between a Weather Prophets session in December 1986 and a Wisdom of Harry 
one in November 2000.3 
______________________________ 
1 Reynolds, S., Rip It Up and Start Again, Post Punk 1978-1984, Faber and Faber, 2005, p221 
2 Injury Time (solo 89-93), comprising tracks from these and the Creation solo albums was released by Rev-Ola in 2006. 
3 Garner, K., The Peel Sessions, Random House, 2007 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


